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Introduction
This brief identifies some of the principal options for designing a judiciary in a federal system. While there are some general principles that apply to the judiciary in all federations, there are different ways of structuring a federal judiciary and allocating authority, or competence, to it. Each approach raises different issues for consideration and decision. The choices made can be informed by comparative experience but will depend on the context and preferences of each federation.

The brief begins by outlining the typical characteristics and key features of a federal system of government, before examining how the judicial branch of government might be organized. It focuses on the distinctive challenges presented by federalism for the design of a judiciary. In order to isolate the issues arising from a federal context, the brief therefore does not deal specifically with the other characteristics that every judiciary (federal or non-federal) should possess. These include independence, impartiality and legal expertise.

The paper identifies two sets of related questions that are relevant to consider when designing a federal judiciary: the structure of the courts and whether (and if so, how) the authority allocated to them should be divided along federal lines. Since at least some federations have a specialist court to deal with constitutional, including federal issues, the paper deals separately with the structure of the judiciary for the purposes of constitutional review. The first part of the brief is therefore confined to federal aspects of the organization of courts for the resolution of non-constitution-related legal problems. The second part identifies the principal options for constitutional review.

About federations
A federation involves at least two levels of government, each of which has a degree of autonomy that is protected by a federal constitution. The levels of government have different names in different federations. Because this brief is written to assist the debate in Myanmar, the central level of government is termed the union and the sub-state governments are called states and regions.

There are currently approximately 25 federations around the world. Each level of government typically exercises its constitutional authority in a way that directly affects the people or a section of the people. Each level of government is accountable to its own people for the performance of its constitutional responsibilities.
The opportunities presented by this multi-level structure are sometimes described in terms of ‘self-rule’ or ‘shared rule’. The states and regions in a federation have some authority to govern or ‘rule’ themselves, yet they are constituent parts of a single country, in which there is a union level of government through which government is said to be ‘shared’. The five key features of a federation follow from this understanding of what a federal form of government involves.

First, a written constitution is needed to establish the two levels of government and divide authority between them. The constitution must have a status that is superior to ordinary law to ensure both levels of government comply with the federal arrangements. The procedure used to change the constitution usually reflects the country’s federal structure in some way by requiring the consent of either a proportion of the states and regions or their people, or of a second chamber of the union legislature that has been created as a ‘federal’ house. Each state and region may have their own constitution as well, subject to the authority of the union constitution; otherwise they are subject only to the union constitution, which will make provision for the governance structures of each of the levels of government.

Second, the union and each of the states and regions must have governing institutions of their own, established by the union or the state and region constitutions. These include at least a legislature and an executive branch. Whether each order of government also has a judiciary varies between federations and is considered below.

Third, the constitution divides legislative and executive power between the levels of government. This may be done in different ways. One variation that is relevant for the present purposes lies between federations in which each level of government administers its own legislation and those in which states and regions administer much of the union legislation. A federal constitution may also divide judicial power between the levels of government.

Fourth, most federations have union institutions that enable states and regions to participate in decisions at the union level. Usually, a second chamber of the union legislature is designed for this purpose, representing the states and regions equally, or relative to their populations. The federal nature of the country may also be reflected in the composition of other union institutions, however, including the executive branch, the bureaucracy, the armed services or the judiciary. This may be achieved through state and region influence on the appointment process, through formal quotas for some or all states and regions, or through less formal understandings of the need for diversity in union institutions.

Finally, all federations require a mechanism to resolve disputes between levels of government regarding the exercise of power and other issues that arise in the course of operating a multi-level government within a single country. Dispute resolution may be a last resort, after consultation and cooperation have failed to resolve a disagreement, but it is necessary as a backstop. Usually, courts are used for this purpose. The choice between adopting a general court system and establishing a specialist constitutional court is examined at the end of this brief.

Implications of federation for design of the judiciary

The arrangements for the judiciary need to be understood against the background of this conception of federation and its principal features. The union constitution is likely to include a framework for the judiciary. If states and regions have their own constitutions and share authority over
the judiciary, arrangements for the judiciary at that level are likely to be included in state and region constitutions as well.

Two sets of connected issues arise in considering arrangements for the general judiciary in a federation (leaving aside, for the moment, adjudication on constitutional issues):

- Whether judicial (as well as legislative and executive) power is divided between the levels of government.
- Whether each level of government has its own court system or whether the courts are shared in some way.

These issues give rise to three approaches to organizing a court system, which are discussed in more detail in the following section:

**Dual court systems:** If each level of government has its own hierarchy of courts, judicial power will be divided between them. In this case, each level of government is likely to prefer that its own courts deal with issues arising under its own legislation or involving its own officials as parties. Disputes that involve parties from different states or regions are likely to be assigned to union courts.

**Shared or integrated court systems:** If courts are shared in a way that leaves control of lower courts to the states and regions and control of superior courts to the union, it will be necessary to divide judicial power by deciding which level of court decides which type of legal issue.

**Single court hierarchy:** If there is a single hierarchy of courts, it is likely to be under union control. In this case, judicial power is not divided but is treated as a single power to resolve legal disputes whatever the source of law and the issues at stake, and whoever the parties may be.

Whatever approach is used, both levels of government must have confidence in the court system. This means the courts are trusted to resolve disputes competently and fairly, so the outcomes are accepted by all parties, consistently with the rule of law. In some cases, institutions to ensure shared rule may be created to reinforce confidence: for example, selecting judges from each of the states and regions or requiring consultation with the states and regions on their appointment. How this is done differs between federations, as the examples below show.

**Comparative options**

There are many variations in the structure and regulatory authority of each of the three approaches to general court systems in federations (the arrangements for constitutional review are considered below) (see Table 1). Some federations use the same court system for constitutional review; others create a specialist court or tribunal for this purpose. The choice between the two is not necessarily affected by the design of the general court system.

**Dual court systems**

The United States is the classic example of this approach. Both the union and each of the states has its own court hierarchy, culminating in a Supreme Court. Union courts deal with issues identified by the constitution as matters for federal jurisdiction (article 3, section 2.1). State courts deal primarily with questions of state jurisdiction. Each level of government is responsible for appointing its own judges and establishing, financing and regulating its own courts, subject to its own constitution. The Supreme Court cannot hear appeals from state courts.
Different federations give each level of government a stake in all or part of the court system in different ways and to varying degrees.

_Australia_ also uses this approach, but with several important variations. Both the union and each of the states has its own court hierarchy, and exercises federal and state jurisdiction, respectively (sections 75, 76). The High Court of Australia is at the apex of the system; it has appellate jurisdiction from both union and state courts, which has a unifying effect on Australian law (section 73). In addition, the Australian Constitution allows federal jurisdiction to be conferred on state courts. This is common practice, particularly in relation to criminal law (section 77(iii)). As in the United States, each level of government is responsible for appointing its own judges and establishing, financing and regulating its own courts, subject to its own constitution. Unlike in the United States, however, the federal constitution has been interpreted to require states to maintain basic standards for their courts, in terms of institutional integrity.

_Nigeria’s_ dual court system again has significant variations, which give it some of the characteristics of a shared or integrated court system of the kind discussed below. Both the union and the states have their own court hierarchies in Nigeria, exercising federal and state judicial power, respectively. The highest union courts can hear appeals from the highest state courts, however, as in Australia. And appointments to all courts are made by the president or relevant governor on the recommendations of a federal body, the National Judicial Council, which comprises some state chief judges (Osieke 2006: 213–14).

**Shared or integrated court systems**

_Germany_ is the classic example of this approach. Each state and region has its own hierarchy of courts, which comprise the lower courts in integrated hierarchies of courts; the higher levels are federal or union courts. All courts deal with all relevant cases, without distinguishing between federal or state jurisdiction. Ministers of justice of the states and regions are members of the federal parliamentary committee that appoints federal judges, which gives the states and regions some say in the composition of union courts (Oeter 2006: 149–50).

_Canada_ also has a shared or integrated court system. Each state and province has its own lower court. The constitution also provides for ‘superior courts’ above the lower-level provincial courts, which deal with more serious matters and handle appeals. These courts are established by the states and regions, but their judges are appointed and paid by the union. There are some union courts as well—the Federal Court of Canada (which deals with selected areas of union law, including union administrative law) and the Tax Court. The Supreme Court of Canada is the highest court. There is no clear distinction between federal (or union) and provincial jurisdiction; most courts, apart from the Federal Court and the Tax Court, are able to hear cases that combine the two (Hueglin 2006: 115–16).

_In India’s_ integrated court system, each state and region establishes its own lower court; these are at the bottom of the hierarchy. The Supreme Court of India is at the top. In between are the high courts of each state. The president of India appoints high court judges in accordance with a process that, according to the constitution, requires consultation with the governor of the state, among others, but which in practice is controlled by the Supreme Court. The high courts, in turn, have considerable authority to establish and operate other courts within their respective states.
### Table 1. Comparative characteristics of three types of court systems in federal-type countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dual court system</th>
<th>Shared or integrated court system</th>
<th>Single court hierarchy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>United States</strong></td>
<td>Separate court</td>
<td>Integrated court hierarchy</td>
<td>Integrated court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Australia</strong></td>
<td>hierarchy at the</td>
<td>with lower and high courts at</td>
<td>hierarchy with lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nigeria</strong></td>
<td>union and state</td>
<td>the state level, with appeals</td>
<td>and high courts at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Germany</strong></td>
<td>levels.</td>
<td>from state high courts to the</td>
<td>the state level, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Canada</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Federal Court of Appeal and the</td>
<td>the Supreme Court of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>India</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Supreme Court of Nigeria at its</td>
<td>India at its apex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>South Africa</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>apex.</td>
<td>Entire hierarchy of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Myanmar</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>The federal government administers</td>
<td>courts lies under the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the Constitutional Court and the</td>
<td>authority of the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Supreme Court, while the states</td>
<td>union level government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>administer lower courts, with</td>
<td>Magistrates courts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>appeals to the supreme courts.</td>
<td>are at the lowest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>level, and the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Constitutional Court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>at the apex.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes

1. This chart offers an indicative typology. Every federation has distinctive court arrangements, which do not necessarily fit neatly into such categories.
2. For the mentioned examples of the dual court system, union court refers to the central (federal) government judiciary, and state courts refer to the sub-state’s government judiciary.
3. For the mentioned examples of the shared or integrated court systems, each country has its own distinct federal characteristics and terms.
4. For the single court system examples, South Africa is a quasi-federal country and Myanmar is constituted as a union system (section 8).
5. Myanmar is not a federal country, but is included for comparative understanding. Myanmar judiciary system facts are drawn from the 2008 Constitution.
Single court hierarchy

In **South Africa**, the union level of government controls the entire hierarchy of courts, from the magistrates courts at the lowest level to the Supreme Court of Appeal at the apex; the Constitutional Court is discussed in the next part. The entire court system falls within Union competence, however, subject to the provisions of the Constitution. The only sign of the country’s federal character is the requirement that the relevant provincial premier is included on the Judicial Services Commission when decisions about the high court of that province are being taken (Murray 2006: 273–74).

General observations

Each level of government in a federal system has an interest in the quality and integrity of the courts. This is for the obvious reason that the role of courts in resolving legal disputes between parties makes it important for courts to be competent and trusted. In federal systems, each level of government has additional stakes in the quality and integrity of the courts. Courts also interpret and apply the laws of each level of government. They deal with disputes between citizens of different states and regarding the lawfulness of actions by the executive and administration of both levels of government. In addition, they may broker disputes between governments.

Different federations give each level of government a stake in all or part of the court system in different ways and to varying degrees. As the examples above show, the current approaches can be placed along a spectrum. At one end are dual court systems, in which each level of government has its own court hierarchy, although union courts are likely to deal with disputes between levels of government and, perhaps, other sensitive topics. At the other end of the spectrum, one level of government (usually the union) is responsible for the court system as a whole. In between are systems in which courts are shared, or integrated, usually on the basis that the states and regions are responsible for the lower courts and the union for the higher courts. Each of these approaches presents different challenges associated with ensuring that each level of government has sufficient ‘buy-in’ to the court system.

The interest of both levels of government in the integrity of the courts is generally secured by guarantees of judicial independence and a fair trial in the union constitution, sometimes complemented by guarantees in state and regional constitutions. This may also apply where state and regional courts deal with matters of particular interest to the union level, for example by interpreting and applying union laws or deciding on the validity of action taken to administer union laws, by states and regions or by the union itself. Germany’s court system is structured in this way, and the union also has concurrent legislative power to make laws for ‘court organization and procedure’ (article 74(1)). Federations around the world use several mechanisms to recognize the stake that states and regions have in the composition and operation of union courts. These include empowering the federal chamber of the union legislature to approve appointments to key union courts, directly involving states or regions in appointing union judges, and requiring a proportion of union judges to be drawn from particular states or regions.

Constitutional review

All federal systems require a body to resolve constitutional disputes between the union and the states and regions. The body should be independent so that it is trusted by both levels of government. Usually, it has the authority to enforce the constitution against either the union or a state or region.
Legal disputes between levels of government in a federal system are typically resolved by a court, sometimes after less formal dispute resolution mechanisms have failed. Thus reviewing constitutional disputes between levels of government is an important aspect of constitutional review. Yet there are (rare) exceptions. For example in Switzerland, questions about whether the union level of government has exceeded its constitutional power can be resolved by referendum. In Ethiopia, such questions are left to be resolved by the lower chamber of the union parliament, the House of the Federation, which may be assisted by a Council of Constitutional Inquiry.

If dispute resolution is left to a court exercising constitutional review (sometimes also called constitutional control), two broad models are in use:

- Some federations use the general court system for this purpose. These federations tend to have common law legal systems, but not always. This arrangement is sometimes described as ‘diffuse’ review. Typically, in such a system, all or most courts can deal with constitutional questions of any kind; these courts also deal with a range of other legal questions. Australia, Canada, India, Malaysia and the United States all use variations of this model. In Australia, any court has jurisdiction to resolve a constitutional question, including between levels of government. Yet in India, only the high courts and the Supreme Court have the authority to interpret and apply the constitution, including in relation to questions of federalism. India also requires a special bench of at least five judges to decide a substantial question about constitutional interpretation (article 145(3)).

- Other federations (often those with civil law legal systems) establish a specialist constitutional court or tribunal to decide constitutional issues including those involving federalism. This arrangement is sometimes described as ‘centralized or concentrated’ review. Only the specialist court can address questions about the constitutional validity of legislation; this court has limited authority to resolve other legal matters. Germany, Austria, Spain and South Africa all use variations of this model. In South Africa, in a departure from the practice followed in other federations that use constitutional courts, other courts also can entertain constitutional questions and the Constitutional Court itself has a very wide jurisdiction.

It is common for judicial review to be carried out by general courts in common law legal systems and for specialist constitutional courts to be established in civil law legal systems. However, states in transition sometimes establish a new, specialist constitutional court to emphasize the importance of having judges interpreting the constitution who are not affected by assumptions and practices of the past. South Africa is an example of the latter.

There are many differences between these two approaches to constitutional review (Saunders 2018: 32). Where the general court system is used, the judicial practice and procedure used to handle constitutional disputes will generally be the same as that used for other types of legal disputes. Ordinary judges will be used. Ordinary rules about judicial appointment and tenure will apply. The same rules of access to the courts usually apply. The same rules about precedent, if any, will apply. Constitutional decisions will look much like any other judicial decision.

Where a specialist constitutional court is used for review, decisions about all these matters will need to be made. For instance, What are the
qualifications for appointment to the constitutional court? How are judges appointed? How do states and regions influence appointments? How long are judges’ terms, and are they renewable? Who has access to the court in disputes about federalism? Does it matter whether questions are presented to the court in an abstract or concrete form? What is the relationship between the constitutional court and the rest of the court hierarchy?

There are many variations in how these questions are answered in different federal systems. For example, the German Federal Constitutional Court is distinct from the rest of the German court system. It comprises 16 judges, who are appointed for non-renewable 12-year terms in a process that involves both chambers of the Union Parliament, including the chamber in which state governments are represented (the Bundesrat). The judges have a mixture of judicial experience, legal practice, academic work and public service. The court’s jurisdiction is largely confined to constitutional questions. Both the union and the states and regions can raise legal issues concerning federalism before the court (Oeter 2006: 149–50).

Where states and regions have their own constitutions, it is necessary to decide how disputes involving those constitutions will be resolved. Federal states use a variety of approaches, depending on the design of the judiciary and the choice between general and constitutional courts.

If the judiciary has a dualist design and general courts conduct constitutional review, the highest court in each court hierarchy will finally resolve questions arising under its constitution. For example, the US Supreme Court finally resolves questions arising under the federal constitution, but each of the supreme courts of the states resolves questions arising under state constitutions.

If the judiciary is more integrated and general courts carry out constitutional review, questions under all constitutions are likely to be resolved by the final, apex, court. For example, the High Court of Australia finally resolves all legal questions, including constitutional questions of any kind.

If the judiciary is integrated but uses a specialist constitutional court, separate specialist courts may be established to deal with questions arising under state and regional constitutions. For instance, Germany’s federal constitutional court deals with federal constitutional questions, and each of the states and regions also has a constitutional court to deal with state constitutional questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roles and responsibilities of the court(s)</th>
<th>General court system</th>
<th>Specialist constitutional court or tribunal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Courts are the same for any type of legal dispute, i.e., constitutional disputes are treated like any other category. General courts at any level might carry out constitutional review, but the apex court will be primarily responsible for finally resolving constitutional questions.</td>
<td>A constitutional court or tribunal has special authority to interpret the constitution and resolve constitutional disputes, but usually has limited or no authority to resolve other legal matters; South Africa is an exception in this regard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appointments and tenure of the court</td>
<td>Ordinary judges are used. Ordinary rules about judicial appointments and tenure apply. Sometimes a special bench of ordinary judges is required.</td>
<td>Judges are usually appointed to constitutional courts/tribunals using a different procedure than other courts and have different tenure lengths.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples</td>
<td>Australia, Canada, India, Malaysia, Nigeria, United States</td>
<td>Austria, Germany, South Africa, Spain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Two broad models of constitutional review in federal (or quasi-federal) countries

Note: South Africa has a unique combination of a diffused and centralized system. Constitutional matters are generally determined by lower courts before they reach the Constitutional Court. The Constitutional Court’s jurisdiction is limited and specifically outlined, including in relation to constitutional amendments.
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